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ACCESS TO STERILE
SYRINGES
If IDUs who continue to inject use a new sterile syringe for every drug injection, it can
substantially reduce their risks of acquiring and transmitting blood-borne viral infections.

S

ince 1981, 688,200 cases of AIDS
have been reported to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC). Between 650,000 and 900,000
Americans are now living with HIV and
about 40,000 new infections occur every
year. Between 1 and 1.25 million Americans
are chronically infected with hepatitis B;
nearly 3 million Americans are chronically
infected with hepatitis C.1,2,3

Injection drug use accounts for about one-third
of all AIDS cases and one-half of hepatitis C
cases. Injection drug users (IDUs) become
infected and transmit the viruses to others
through sharing contaminated syringes and
other drug injection equipment and through
high-risk sexual behaviors. Women who become
infected with HIV through sharing needles
or having sex with an infected IDU can also
transmit the virus to their babies before or
during birth or through breastfeeding.
To effectively reduce the transmission of HIV
and other blood-borne infections, programs
must consider a comprehensive approach to
working with IDUs. Such an approach includes
a range of pragmatic strategies that address
both drug use and sexual risk behaviors. One
of the most important of these strategies is
ensuring that IDUs who cannot or will not
stop injecting drugs have access to sterile
syringes. The U.S. Public Health Service and
several institutions and governmental bodies
have recommended use of sterile syringes as an
important risk reduction strategy.4 In supporting
this position, the Institute of Medicine of
the National Academy of Sciences has said:5
“For injection drug users who cannot or will
not stop injecting drugs, the once-only use

of sterile needles and syringes remains the
safest, most effective approach for limiting
HIV transmission.”

Why are Sterile Syringes Necessary
for Injection Drug Users?
The process of preparing and injecting drugs
provides many opportunities for transmitting
HIV and viral hepatitis. Before injecting
intravenously, an IDU determines whether the
needle is in a vein by pulling back on the
syringe plunger. If blood enters the syringe,
the needle is in a vein and the IDU will inject
the drug. After injecting, the IDU rinses the
syringe with water. This water is often used
to later prepare drugs for injection. If the
IDU has HIV or viral hepatitis, his or her
blood will contaminate the entire syringe and
the preparation equipment with the virus,
which can remain viable for several weeks.6
Transmission can occur directly, when an
infected IDU shares a syringe with others,
or indirectly, when an infected injector shares
injection paraphernalia such as water, cookers,
cottons, and spoons, or when he or she jointly
prepares and shares drugs with other IDUs.
Given the efficiency with which HIV and
other blood-borne viruses can be transmitted
through injection practices, ensuring that
IDUs who continue to inject have access to
sterile syringes is a vitally important strategy
to prevent disease transmission. Ensuring
access to sterile syringes does not increase the
number of persons who inject drugs or the
number of drug injections.6,7,8 It does reduce
the sharing and reuse of syringes.9,10

How do IDUs Obtain Syringes?
IDUs get their syringes in several ways:11
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• through illegal or “black market” sources,
such as street drug dealers, needle dealers, or
shooting galleries or from friends, injection
partners, or diabetics — these syringes may
not be sterile and may have been used and
contaminated with blood; used syringes are
sometimes repackaged and sold as new;
• by buying them from pharmacies — this
ensures that the syringes are sterile; and
• from syringe exchange programs (SEPs) —
this ensures that the syringes are sterile and
provides an avenue for safe disposal of
used syringes.

Why Is Access to Sterile Syringes
a Critical Issue?
It is estimated that an individual IDU injects
about 1,000 times a year.12 Even in a moderatesize city, this adds up to millions of injections,
requiring millions of syringes every year. Most
IDUs who continue to inject are currently unable
to obtain a sufficient number of sterile syringes
to effectively reduce their risks of acquiring and
transmitting blood-borne viral infections.11

What Factors Limit IDUs’ Access to
Sterile Syringes?
• Most states have legal restrictions on the sale
and distribution of sterile syringes13: 47
states have drug paraphernalia laws and 8
states have syringe prescription laws. These
restrictions present significant barriers to the
sale of syringes to IDUs by pharmacists,
the prescription of sterile syringes to IDUs
by physicians, and the operation of SEPs.
• Twenty-three states have pharmacy regulations
or practice guidelines that limit the pharmacy
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• The fear and negative attitudes about drug
use and IDUs felt by the general public,
police, policy makers, and community leaders
contribute to strong opposition to initiatives
that might increase opportunities for IDUs
to obtain sterile syringes.
• IDUs’ own attitudes and circumstances also
limit access. These include fear of arrest, lack
of money to buy sterile syringes, reluctance to
self-identify as an IDU by going to a SEP,
or lack of readily available sources of sterile
syringes when needed.

What Can Be Done to Increase
Access to Sterile Syringes?
Three types of interventions are now being
carried out in the U.S. to increase IDUs’
access to sterile syringes:
• Several states and municipalities are engaged
in policy efforts to change existing syringe
laws and regulations to allow increased
pharmacy sales of syringes, remove criminal
penalties for possessing syringes, and permit
SEP operation. (See the related fact sheet
“Policy Efforts to Increase IDUs’ Access to
Sterile Syringes.”)
• Initiatives with pharmacists to increase syringe
sales also are underway to provide education
about public health approaches to HIV prevention, including the role of sterile syringes
in reducing the transmission of blood-borne
pathogens, to address pharmacist concerns
and questions about syringe sales and disposal,
and to encourage changes in pharmacy policy
and practice. (See the related fact sheet
“Pharmacy Sales of Sterile Syringes.”)
• Many cities and states are pursuing efforts
to sustain and expand syringe exchange
programs, which provide IDUs with free
sterile syringes and a way to safely dispose
of blood-contaminated used syringes. Many

SEPs also provide other services, such as links
to substance abuse treatment, education and
counseling, and health services. (See the related
fact sheet “Syringe Exchange Programs.”)

Safe Disposal of Used Syringes: An
Integral Element of the Access Issue
Ensuring that IDUs who continue to inject can
obtain a sufficient number of sterile syringes
is only part of the equation; counseling,
health education, and access to substance
abuse treatment are equally important. Safe
disposal of used syringes is another important
consideration, both to reduce the chances
that an IDU will reuse a blood-contaminated
syringe and to respond to community and
pharmacist fears about the risks of discarded
syringes in neighborhoods. (See the related
fact sheet “Syringe Disposal.”)

What Needs to be Done to Improve
Access to Sterile Syringes?
Law enforcement officials, pharmacy organizations, public health professionals, policy
makers, community-based organizations, and
providers should work together to examine the
current legal, policy, and social barriers that
prevent IDUs who continue injecting drugs
from obtaining sterile syringes. These leaders
can educate their states and communities about
the facts of injection-related transmission of
blood-borne infection and the public health
benefits of improving access to sterile syringes
as part of a comprehensive public health
approach. They also should educate IDUs
about the importance of using sterile syringes,
address concerns about safe syringe disposal,
and develop initiatives that improve IDUs’ access
to this and other vital prevention strategies,
including substance abuse treatment.

For More Information
Get Preventing Blood-borne Infections in Injection
Drug Users: A Comprehensive Approach, which
provides extensive background information on
HIV and viral hepatitis infection in IDUs and
on the legal, social, and policy environment.
It also describes strategies and principles for
addressing these issues. Hard copies of this
document and the fact sheets mentioned
here can be obtained from the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention’s (CDC)
website at www.cdc.gov/hiv/projects/idu-ta
or from www.healthstrategies.org/Publications/
publications.html, a website of the Academy
for Educational Development.
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sale of sterile syringes to IDUs. For example,
pharmacy practice regulations that require
purchasers to show identification, sign a
register of syringe purchasers, or state the
purpose for the purchase, reduce IDUs’
ability or willingness to buy syringes. Even
in states that have repealed laws and regulations banning the sale of sterile syringes
to IDUs, these sales may be hampered by
specific pharmacy store policies and the
personal reluctance of some pharmacy
managers or pharmacists to sell syringes
to customers who may be IDUs.

